Next we head to Tiger Hill.Tiger Hill, also known as Lion Mountain, is more
,
ke a small hill with a lion's spirit. Horse-drawn carriages wind along the canal
the base of the hill and pathways meander through bonsai gardens (bonsai

1•sses are available) and koi ponds toward the hill's peak, which offers a brilliant
60-degree view of Suzhou. At the top is the seven-story, 1,000-year-old Yunyan
'•goda. The site, which is designated a National Historical and Cultural Site in

historic. Song He Lou is perhaps the street's most famous dining spot, and
features a sweet and sour mandarin fish dish in addition to a crab roe tofu that

cannot be missed. The Shangtang night show features the Kunqu Opera. Here,

performers engage in an ancient and elegant performance that offers insight into

Suzhou's colorful culture.

Last of my stops in Suzhou is Panmen Park. Of all of the stops along the way,

1•ngsu, is built partly on soil and partly on stone, giving its top a tilt of almost six it is this spot that I most look forward to exploring - because it backs up to my
hotel (Pan Pacific Suzhou) and I can walk out my door and explore it as the sun
tet from its base.
rises. Pan men Park is China's oldest gate, dating back 2,500 years, and is made
Perhaps most striking of all of the canals and water towns is the ancient
am let ofTongli. At 51 square miles, with seven inlets connected by 49 ancient

rone bridges, to walk throughTongli is to walk in the Song dynasty. Among the
19 bridges are the most notable "Three Bridges - known asTaiping (meaning

rpeace,') Jili ("luck") and Changqing ("celebration"). One could spend an
I
ifternoon exploringTongli 's narrow shopping streets, tea houses and of course,

'

up of two water passages. Alongside is Ruigang Pagoda - Suzhou's first. While

the history appeals to me, watching the city wake up and come to the park is the
most appealing factor. On one terrace overlooking the stunning lake, a handful

of women do Tai Chi. On top of a small hill, a group of men gather with telephoto

lenses in front of a birdfeeder to photograph the local avian population. As I make

:he Retreat and Reflection Garden for a lengthy stop. This privately owned garden my way across a small bridge towards a small pavilion, I hear music. Sunlight spills
features numerous pavilions, towers and terraces, as well as a koi-rich lake, and is onto the pavilion. A pagoda towers in the background. Then, into the frame of the
lso a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

The last of the canals is best saved for a night visit. Shangtang Street, which

'originally was originally in 825 A.D., is as thriving and fashionable as it is

pavilion, swirl a beautiful couple slow dancing to the sounds of the morning. It

is tender moment, and one that sears into my mind. As timeless as the land upon

which I stand. As smooth as silk. !',!i'l,l
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